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Automating the Reconciliation of Named Entities to the 
Library of Congress Name Authority File
Jenn Wright and Matt Carruthers
University of Michigan Library
Authority Control Overview
● What it is:
○ We send Backstage lists of headings connected to new records we acquire
■ About 5,000 records on average sent to Backstage per week
○ They run comparisons against their authority files and make as many changes as 
they can
■ They match about 80% of the records we send them
○ They send those without matches (the leftovers) back to us
● Questions we ask:
○ Are there any authority records for this heading?
○ If so, do we have that authority record?
■ If not, import it
○ Do any of our headings need to be changed (conformed) to match the heading 
established as the preferred heading in the authority record?
How It Works: Backstage
How It Was: Combine Files
How It Was: Problems
        Is there an authority record?
How It Works: GoogleRefine
How It Works: Efficiencies
No authorities?
No problem!
Just move them on 
down to the end of the 
spreadsheet. 
They’ll contribute to a 
pool of candidates 





● Google Refine automatically searches the Virtual International 
Authority File (VIAF) for matching headings from the Library of 
Congress Name Authority File















First Query for VIAF API:
“http://viaf.org/viaf/search/viaf?
query=local.personalNames+%
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Second Query for VIAF API:
"http://viaf.org/processed/LC|" + value + "?
httpAccept=text/xml"
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1. More robust dataset to search than other options
2. VIAF algorithm is better at fuzzy name searches
3. Updated weekly
Limitations
1. There is a time lag if you are searching hundreds or thousands of 
names at a time.
2. IMPORTANT: It is up to the user to verify the accuracy of the matches 
found.
3. The process does not currently reconcile geographic name headings.
Impact
From this: To this:
Why must 
this take 










● With this process, authority control now takes half the time it used to
○ Less time spent looking in vain for non-existent authority files, because the script 
tells us whether there is a file or not
● More authority control gets done
● More time for other tasks
● Less time wasted = good for morale!
● We contribute to a pool of headings that we can draw from for authority record creation 
workflows
Conclusion
● This is the sort of thing we always hoped to be possible
○ Has been tremendously helpful to workflows
● We hope it helps others as much as it has us!
Get the files and instructions!
https://github.com/mcarruthers/LCNAF-Named-Entity-Reconciliation
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Jenn Wright
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